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KEY POINTS
to keep in mind TO DESIGN A Digital Atelier

In this chapter we present some tools to
support the conception, the first testing and the
experimentation of an ipothetical brand new
Digital Atelier of your own.
Some pages provide you boxes where you can
take note of your experience in the process we
suggest, while some infographics sum up the
methodological approach and you can print
them and use them as mini-posters, visual
reminders of the key points of the project.

Research with students
The basic idea is that the teacher leads an exploration instead of being a transmitter
of information and knowledge. He / she prepares the tools and materials, to activate
the lesson in the discovery of possible answers to a question. The teaching plan is
based on key questions. Each question opens a search and many interdisciplinary
links, but always linked to the daily experience of the students.
Technologies should be treated culturally
Our role as educators is to include ICT in the experiences of the child and the school
to make them “instruments” and not “goals” in themselves; allow students to read
and write the reality in which they live, for full active citizenship.
The digital that increases the real in a poetic way
We are not interested in technical use (the tutorials often allow students to be
completely autonomous technical understanding on how to use the tools) but we
are interested in working: - on the divergent / creative uses of technology, - on
collective and participatory uses, - on the connections and potential of technologies
for the exploration of reality and life.
Student’s documentation
Students prepare their documentation and schemes to keep in mind the main
findings: learning to use a software or an app also allows the child to organize the
phases of his research: how it works, how I discovered, what I can do, how many
things can do this tool.
Students can create “collective notebooks” of their technological discoveries
that remain available and can grow continuously, even with discoveries made
outside the school and that come into the classroom thanks to the graphic / visual
documentation. Students document the Digital Atelier to enhance what they have
discovered, which mistakes open new ideas, which paths have been chosen.
Become an inventor
Students are usually good “consumers” of technology: thanks to our educational
work, we can activate them as “researchers” and design a Digital Atelier where they
can become and challenge themselves as “inventors”

Keywords
key points

Ancient questions for contemporary issues
The taste of knowing and discovering what’s inside, how it works, what it can
be useful for, what possibility opens me is a question of ancient and profound
meaning. From Munari, who gave time to the children so they could experiment
with the tools and catalog and classify their discoveries, in Manzi who dismounted
together with children the inner work of things, to put their knowledge and desire
to students to discover the world for real, and to live experiences full of meaning
also for their daily life.

open tools
infographics
sheet
new proposals
preparation
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Digital Atelier
sheet for first proposal
TITLE

Preparation of
space for the atelier
Remember to set up space, materials
and tools in order to clarify activities
(each tool in its proper moment…)

AGE
(From 11 to 17)

KEY QUESTION
(Summarize here your Digital Atelier using only one question)

NEEDED MATERIALS
OBJECTIVES

TIME

SOFTWARE AND APPS TO BE USED

MAIN INSPIRATIONS
TAKEN FROM PERSONAL
RESEARCH
TOPICS COVERED

note here the main aspects you
find interesting. At least 3 from 3
different disciplines

BRIEF PRESENTATION
(5 sentences)

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
(Describe how the Digital Atelier engages students to civic engagement.
If possible, find a partner to send the proposal to, as a local library, a museum, a festival…)
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(take your time to better discover
your theme and how disciplines
face it: from art to science, from
mathematics to different cultural
approaches)

MASS MEDIA
AND SOCIAL MEDIA
CONNECTIONS
Find interesting connections with
the media world (television, cinema,
documentaries, fiction, videogame,
music…) and social networks
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HOW DO YOU PLAN TO
GIVE VOICE TO STUDENTS
TO PRESENT OR SHOW
THEIR PERSONAL SKILLS
AND KNOWLEDGE?

ACTIVE WORK OF THE
STUDENT
concrete handling

We propose some ideas: students
work in pairs and they interview each
other (double interview); or you plan
an artistic activity with the aim to
work on images that represents their
skills and knowledges; you propose
them a text with a specific title.

HOW DO YOU COLLECT
ALL INFORMATION AS
THE STARTING POINT
OF A Digital Atelier?

PRESENTATION OF
FINDINGS AND RESULTS
graphic format /
visualization of information

Let’s imagine, just to give you an
example, that a classroom could
design specific icons to use as self
evaluation: a star could be used
to express: I’m very able to do
something; a color could have a
certain meaning, etc.… so students
could do their personal evaluation
during all the Digital Ateliers.

INTRODUCING KIDS
TO THE KEY QUESTION:
THE RESEARCH BEGINS

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

How will you present the research you
will start in the Digital Atelier? Move
each phase starting with a question.

ACTION THAT UNFOLDS
THE PRACTICAL
ACTIVITY TO CLARIFY
THE QUESTION
AND ADVANCE TO THE
FIRST ANSWERS
Experimental phase
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SECOND ACTION
THAT UNFOLDS THE
PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

THIRD ACTION
THAT UNFOLDS THE
PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

Project / Design Phase

(Project / Design Phase)

How will you start the second activity?
Move to each phase starting with a
question.

How will you start the third activity?
Move to each phase starting with a
question.

ACTIVE WORK OF THE
STUDENT
concrete handling

ACTIVE WORK
OF THE STUDENT
concrete handling

PRESENTATION OF
FINDINGS AND RESULTS

PRESENTATION OF
FINDINGS AND RESULTS

graphic format /
visualization of information

graphic format /
visualization of information

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
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APPROACH TO
A NEW SOFTWARE
OR A NEW APP

CONCLUSION

How will you present it? technical
aspect and cultural aspect (it’s not
only a question of skills:e.g. in the case
of coding, it’s not enough to present
scratch, you have to work on what is
coding and coding in real life…)

LINK OF THE Digital
Atelier WITH THE
REAL LIFE OF STUDENTS

HOW DO YOU
IMAGINE TO EVALUATE
KNOWLEDGES AND
SKILLS?
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To support the dissemination
of the methodological
approach we propose 4
infographics that illustrate
the key concepts of the
methodological Approach of
App Your School.
• The manifesto in 3 points
• Ten suggestions on how to
design a Digital Atelier
• 3 Fundamental steps of a
Digital Atelier
• Essential Features of a Digital
Atelier

A manifesto for those who deal
with technology and learning

1.
student researcher
Technology and students both need good questions in
order to investigate the world with rigour and imagination.
The teacher guides the exploration, prepares tools, materials,
settings, and cultivates their own personal research.

2.
student ARTISAN
Technology is used to make and think, undo and create.
The teacher can disassemble and reassemble the technology
to understand how it works and what it can do.

3.
student INVENTOR
Technology is used to change the real and describe the
imaginary, in a collective, divergent, poetic way. The students
are the protagonists, the teacher is their main helper.

Replace “teacher” with “educator” “students”
with “teenagers” and (if they seem useful) keep
these rules on your desk.
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Ten suggestions to help create
the best possible designs

1.
Teach
students
to think
3.
Do not impose
yourself: make
them talk, give
them incentives,
share passions,
set them free

2.
Arouse
wonder
and curiosity,
experience
beauty and
poetry

4.
Experiment with
tools, techniques,
materials to
explore variants,
research
possibilities

5.
Accept
the error and
the accidental,
the uncertain
and the
ambiguous
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6.
Overcome
the limits,
dare to think
big with
a smile

8.
Provide
space
and time

7.
Ask yourself
authentic
questions

9.
Make sure
actions are smart:
make and undo,
with all the senses,
with experienced,
inventive hands

10.
Imagine
solutions,
discovering
the new and
the old
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from consumption to invention

Switching
from the
consumption
of
technology

1

2

3

Children's
and teenagers'
passion for
technology

Teacher
intervention

Hands-on and
workshop
activities

research
inventing
consumption

to "doing
research"
with
technology
inventing
new things
and new
technologies
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understanding
how it works

getting away
from the
opening
stereotypical up to new
possibilities

phase
instruction
booklet

phase
guided
experimentation
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essential features
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